RIBCRAFT 4.8 OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Upgrade of hull colour

Reinforcing 100 mm above and below rubbing strake, i.e. Triple strake

Upgrade of engine

Internal lifelines mounted on circular patches

Upgrade to additional 12 gallon (55 Litre) approx fuel tank system

Ribcraft Two way electrical distributor box with battery isolator

Paddles and tube mounted retainers (pair)
Stainless steel lightweight double ‘A’ Frame (1.5” tubing)
RU40 Unbraked single-axel trailer

Upgrade of the above distribution boxes to Incorporate a Twin battery system with change over switch
LED Navigation lights wired to console with carling switch (Port, Starboard & all-round white)
Offshore console mounted compass (illuminated)
12V Bulgin IP68 power socket, wired to console with spare plug
Hella M70 LED waterproof handheld spotlight, with Bulgin IP68 plug
‘A’ Frame mounted spotlight, for deck illumination.
Stainless steel crane lifting points, Four point

Two person jockey seat (price per unit)

Custom stainless steel dive cylinder rack

Wing side supports for One person jockey seat (price per unit)

Stainless steel bow Sampson post or rear tow post (price per unit)

Tube sign-writing cut from Hypalon (price per character)

MISCELLANEOUS

One person jockey seat (price per unit)

SEATING

Ribcraft custom made boat cover manufactured from Top Gun fabric including tie down straps etc.

ELECTRICAL & INSTRUMENTS

Upgrade tube to 1500 gsm ORCA 866 heavy duty fabric

Ribcraft Six way electrical distributor box with battery isolator bus bar and fuse board (Required for
electronic installations)

TUBE ACCESSORIES

POPULAR UPGRADES

Electronics Package: Garmin echoMAP 65cv, 6-inch colour display with touch and keypad control and
Depth Transducer & ICOM M330 VHF / DSC Radio with Procom Aerial

Deck matrix to enable jockey seat to be removed

Wear Patch measuring 500 mm x 450 mm (price per piece)

STANDARD

1kg Fire extinguisher house in console GRP recessed moulding
Keel protector running the full length of hull (Keelguard)
RIBCRAFT reserves the right to change the specifications and prices without prior notice. Terms and conditions apply. Please contact
your RIBCRAFT Representative for a personalised quotation.

Diamond Anti-Slip Wear Patch (Grey or Black) (price per piece)
Rubber grab handle (Grey or Black) (price per piece)

INFLATABLE TUBE COLOUR
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